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Well before Our Common Future (WCED 1987) popularized the concept of sustainability, 
the idea (if not the precise term) figured prominently in debates about scarcity and growth. 
The original Scarcity and Growth volume observed that: 

The classical economists—particularly Malthus, Ricardo and 
Mill—predicted that scarcity of natural resources would lead 
to…retardation and eventual cessation of economic growth. 
(Barnett and Morse 1963, 2) 

One of the seminal essays on economic growth and nonrenewable resources defined its 
topic thus: 

This study is an attempt to determine more precisely under 
what conditions a sustainable level of per capita consumption 
is feasible. (Stiglitz 1974, 123) 

The Foreword of Scarcity and Growth Revisited noted: 

…the public's recent questioning of whether or not it will be 
possible to provide and maintain a reasonably high material 
standard of living for all while ensuring that the overall 
quality of life remains unchanged. (Spofford 1979, xi) 

The Introduction to the same book ended its first paragraph: 

…not until the 1900s was any general concern expressed 
regarding the adequacy of supplies of raw materials to sustain 
continuous economic growth. (Smith and Krutilla 1979, 1) 

The topic of sustainability is thus central and well-established, if not always explicit, within 
the concept of scarcity and growth. 

Scarcity and Growth listed four factors sufficient to overcome the problem of 
marketed natural resource depletion and allow economic growth to be sustained indefinitely:  

• use of lower grade natural resources,  

• substitution by other resources or human-made capital,  

• increased exploration and recycling, and  
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• technical progress in resource extraction.  

So far these factors appear to have been effective (see Krautkraemer in this volume), though 
concerns about the physical availability of some key raw materials continue to be raised (see 
Menzie et al. in this volume).  

As emphasized in many other parts of this volume, the focus of scarcity and growth 
analysis has shifted considerably in the past two decades toward new concerns about 
depletion of nonmarketed environmental resources such as biodiversity and the ability of the 
atmosphere to hold greenhouse gases without “dangerous” impacts. One analogue to the 
four factors listed in Scarcity and Growth is adapting patterns of consumption and 
production to less available or more degraded flows of ecological services. However, the 
feasibility of perpetual economic growth in the face of the “new scarcity” is more hotly 
debated. If perpetual economic growth is not feasible, moreover, an old question from the 
earlier scarcity and growth literature assumes new prominence: is there an ethical case for 
deliberately curbing growth now, so that future generations will not face a shrinking 
economy and declining well-being? 

We have not attempted here an up-to-date, comprehensive review of even the 
economics of sustainability, let alone discussions of sustainability from other disciplinary 
perspective. That is impossible given the sheer volume of recent publications. We aim to 
provide a nontechnical overview of what the recent economicliterature on sustainability can 
offer to the debate on scarcity and growth. A more complete and somewhat more technical 
treatment of sustainability can be found in Pezzey and Toman 2002. To keep our scope 
manageable, we also focus on overall sustainability in the context of equity across several 
generations. We give no attention to “sectoral sustainability” (sustainable agriculture, 
sustainable transport, etc.) as such. We have also excluded intragenerational equity (a key 
feature of what some call “social sustainability”) from our definition of sustainability, and 
left out any discussion of population growth. On both these last counts, sustainability in 
developing countries simply does not receive the attention here that it merits. 

First we review the most useful approaches to defining sustainability in an economic 
context. We first list issues to be resolved: what is to be sustained and why, when and where 
it is to be sustained, and basic “weak” and “strong” views on how it can be sustained. Then 
we give a simplified synthesis of what has been derived from neoclassical economic theory1 
about threats to, opportunities for, measurement of, and policies to achieve sustainability 
(mainly at a national level). We also touch on some economic views which include 
nonneoclassical elements; and some physical measures of sustainability. Last we offer some 
conclusions. 

 

Defining Sustainability 
Basic economic concepts and assumptions 

Before setting out our approach to sustainability, it may be helpful for the noneconomist 
reader to explain some basic economic concepts. Economics is the study of (a) how scarce 
inputs of human labor, accumulated capital stocks of different types, and environmental 
resources are allocated to different parts of society over time in order to produce outputs of 
goods and services which people want; and (b) how the outputs are distributed. In doing 
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this, economists typically make several assumptions about human behavior which are often 
collectively labelled as the concept of Homo economicus. They assume that people or 
households rationally (i.e. consistently) try to maximize their welfare, which is some 
aggregate over time of the instantaneous well-being or utility which people receive from 
different forms of consumption at each moment in time, including marketed and 
nonmarketed goods and services.2 Welfare is usually taken to be the present value (PV), or 
discounted sum, of utility from some time onwards, using a constant discount rate. This 
reflects the observation that people usually prefer benefits sooner rather than later (and costs 
later rather than sooner); they are “impatient.” As discussed below, when thinking about 
intergenerational resource allocations the issues of whether and at what rate to discount 
future flows of well-being (utility) are more complex. The economic model of individual 
behavior also typically assumes that people are well (though imperfectly) informed, so that 
the long-term as well as short-term consequences of decisions can be reasonably well 
assessed.  

It is also usually assumed that smooth trade-offs, or substitutions, are always 
possible among different inputs used to produce goods and services, and among goods and 
services that yield well-being or utility. In particular, typically unlimited (though not 
necessarily perfect) substitutability between man-made and natural inputs to production and 
utility is assumed.3 Economists typically further assume that an economy can in principle 
attain an equilibrium where all supplies and demands of inputs and outputs are in balance. In 
practice the economy is always changing because of changing circumstances, but this can be 
reflected in an economic model of dynamic equilibrium incorporating markets for savings 
and investment, for potential future consumption (“forward markets”), and for re-allocating 
risk (like insurance). A competitive equilibrium is one in which producers and consumers 
act independently in response to various price signals. Economic analysis also can include 
equilibrium with noncompetitive markets (e.g. price-setting monopolies). 

Given all these assumptions and another crucial assumption, that "markets are 
complete," it is possible to prove that the economy's equilibrium will be efficient. In 
economics this means that it would be impossible to make anyone better off without first 
making someone else (perhaps at a different time) worse off (Arrow and Debreu 1954).4 The 
complete markets assumption requires that every good and service that affects well-being 
has a market-determined price; there are no goods and services outside the market system. 
This establishes the demanding circumstances under which Adam Smith's (1776) intuition 
holds, that markets act as an “invisible hand” that guides the economy to a benevolent 
outcome. It can be seen both as a cautious prescription in favor of markets for allocating 
resources, and a warning of the many reasons why markets alone will not produce a 
desirable outcome when markets are incomplete. For our purposes, one of the most 
important examples of a missing market is the “external costs” imposed by some on others 
via uncompensated degradation of the natural environment. 

 

Economic definitions of sustainability 

Importantly, economic efficiency (as defined above) says nothing about sustainability, at 
least as we choose to define the latter word. As noted, we focus on sustainability in a context 
of concern for intergenerational equity over several generations, and on the potential role of 
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finite environmental resources in impeding intergenerational equity, given the importance of 
this subject in both sustainability and scarcity-and-growth debates. Centering on 
intergenerational equity differs from the now everyday use of sustainable to mean just 
“environmentally desirable or responsible.” The latter usage makes no distinction between 
momentary environmental problems (such as foul smells which cause no lasting health 
effects), and permanent or cumulative problems (such as species loss or climate change). 
Correction of the former type of external cost increases the efficiency of resource allocation. 
On the other hand, it is possible that “correcting” the latter type of externality will lead to an 
efficient, yet not sustainable, allocation of resources over time. We develop this point in 
more detail below. 

Most economic definitions of sustainability ignore any age, geographical, and 
especially economic inequities within a society. Inequities can perhaps influence 
sustainability, either through production (because of disruption and social breakdown) or 
consumption (a future with rising consumption but sharply rising inequity may be seen as 
one in which “society’s” quality of life is not sustained), but we do not discuss any such 
influences here. 

One of the most common ways of approaching sustainability, and the one on which 
we will rely, is a heuristic constraint on utility over time. One of the first variants considered 
in the economics literature was forever constant utility (as in Solow 1974), drawing on the 
philosophical theory of justice developed by Rawls (1971). Subsequent theorists extended 
this to forever nondeclining utility (Pezzey 1989), which allows for the possibility of rising 
well-being over time, and forever nondeclining inter-temporal welfare (Riley 1980; 
Dasgupta and Maler 2000). The specific formulation we use below states that sustainability 
means that the current actual utility must not exceed the current maximum sustainable utility 
(Pezzey 1997); if it did, some future decline in actual utility is inevitable.  

Sustainability can instead be defined as a constraint on changes in opportunities, 
rather than changes in outcomes. This represents quite a shift in political philosophy, from 
concern over what future generations will enjoy (they can have a good inheritance, but still 
squander it if they choose) to concern over what they will inherit from us. The constraint 
most frequently suggested is nondeclining wealth or aggregate capital, instead of 
nondeclining utility. The two approaches can be linked with each other, though by no means 
equated. 

Given this heuristic but seemingly plausible definition of sustainability as 
nondeclining well-being, what can economics tell us about the possibility of growth being 
sustainable or unsustainable? How can we make informed judgments in practice about 
whether a particular path is sustainable or not? The ability to empirically gauge 
sustainability we defer to the next section. First, three classic papers by Dasgupta and Heal 
(1974), Solow (1974), and Stiglitz (1974) provide intuitive insights that are still very useful 
in establishing a conceptual base, and in highlighting the challenges in developing a useful 
operational theory of sustainability.  

Dasgupta and Heal consider a mathematical model of a simple economy that 
produces a single good, usable for consumption and investment, by combining the efforts of 
labor and capital with a depletable natural resource. Ignoring for simplicity all issues of 
external costs and uncertainty, they show that along an inter-temporally efficient path (as 
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defined above) which maximizes the discounted present value of utility from consumption, 
the rate of consumption and utility must eventually decline. In other words, what we will 
call for brevity the PV-optimal path of this simple stylized economy must be unsustainable 
as we have defined the latter term. Deeper analysis of behavior along the PV-optimal path 
shows that even if the economy is technically able to overcome rising natural resource 
scarcity by rapidly investing in built capital—a controversy we revisit below—an adequate 
diversion of current consumption into such investment will not take place given the 
discounting of future benefits from investment. Discounting imposes an inherently 
“presentist” tilt to consumption choices that undermines the ability of the economy to grow 
sustainably.  

Solow’s analysis roughly mirrors Dasgupta and Heal, since he presumes that utility 
should be sustained over time and examines conditions under which this is technically 
feasible. He finds that such conditions exist, but in the context of his model they are 
restrictive. Solow’s analysis also serves to further emphasize that any economic path that 
sustains utility over time, at least given the simple assumptions of the economic model with 
which he is working, is not PV-optimal. This leads to questions about why people would 
want to follow such a path if they do have impatient or presentist preferences. We return to 
this point below. 

Stiglitz approaches the problem a different way, by asking how serious the scarcity 
problem is for growth. Continuing to work with a simple model like that of Solow, but 
adding the possibility of exogenous technical progress that increases the productivity of the 
natural resource and thereby offsets its increasing natural scarcity, Stiglitz shows that if 
technical progress is rapid enough and sustained, the economy can achieve a path of 
indefinitely expanding utility over time.  

It seems easy at first to criticize this result as an absurd caricature of scarcity and 
growth. But, in fact, the modern economy does have a number of ways to work around 
natural resource scarcity—through substitution of less scarce resources (like renewable for 
fossil energy), as well as through increased efficiency triggered by scarcity in the use of all 
scarce resources, including natural resources. On the other hand, as emphasized in other 
papers in this volume, the “new scarcity” of nonmarket environmental and ecological 
resources is probably more significant for future economic growth than the scarcity of 
natural resources per se, and experience is a less robust guide as to how well the economic 
system can address this form of scarcity. 

Because of externalities, actual market prices and quantities may be appreciably 
different from what would be observed after policy intervention has shifted the economy to 
a PV-optimal path. There are thus two types of unsustainable economy possible, as noted by 
Pezzey (1989): those where policies that move to PV-optimality would also make the 
economy sustainable, and those where even the PV-optimal economy will be unsustainable, 
for example because of depletion of nonrenewable resources as in Dasgputa and Heal. 
Explicit sustainability promotion policies, beyond correction of environmental externalities 
and other conventional market failures, would then be needed in the latter case to achieve 
sustainability (Pezzey 2004).  

The focus until now has been on quantities of consumption, investment, and 
resource depletion. In economic analysis, however, prices play a central role in conveying 
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information about scarcity. In a well-functioning economy that efficiently allocates 
resources, prices (including prices on hypothetical markets for future consumption, as well 
as prices for allocating risk) effectively signal economic scarcity by characterizing both the 
values that users place on resources, and the opportunity cost of increasing provision of the 
resources. When external costs impede the efficient allocation of resources, economic policy 
attempts in various ways to correct quantities and prices in order to improve efficiency. 
Pollution is a classic example: the government may intervene directly by taxing pollution (or 
goods that are its sources in the economy), or indirectly by regulating the quantities of 
production, consumption, and emissions.  

Sustainability as intergenerational equity is potentially an additional constraint on 
the allocation of goods and services, as illustrated by the above comparison of Dasgupta and 
Heal (1974) and Solow (1974). Therefore, intervention in the economy not just to correct 
externalities, but also to modify a PV-optimal allocation of resources to meet a sustainability 
constraint, will have a further impact on prices. Pezzey (1989) provides a simple example of 
this, where in an economy with both external costs of pollution and an unsustainable PV-
optimal consumption path from resource depletion, two separate policy instruments are 
needed: one to internalize the external costs of pollution, the other to increase investment 
and dampen consumption in order to avert declining utility over time (see also Howarth and 
Norgaard 1992; Mourmouras 1993; Howarth 1998; and Pezzey 2004).  

Prices that would induce an economy to achieve a PV-optimal allocation of 
resources are normally referred to as efficient prices. By analogy, we will refer to prices that 
induce a sustainable time path of utility as sustainability prices. Sustainability prices figure 
prominently in what economics can and cannot say about the measurement of sustainability, 
as discussed later. 

 

Conundrums in defining neoclassical sustainability 
The discussion above emphasizes a heuristic criterion for sustainability. Critieria for 
sustainability—or for intergenerational equity more generally—can be justified by choosing 
a set of basic axioms that the agent's utility path over time must satisfy. The best known 
example is the constant utility path with utility at its maximum sustainable level first 
explored by Solow 1974 (after Rawls’ 1971 “maximin” criterion). A number of alternative 
criteria, and the axioms supporting them, are in Asheim et al. (2001) and works cited there, 
as well as in Chichilnisky (1996) and Pezzey (1997).  

Many economists, however, defend the criterion of maximising the PV of utility as 
an acceptable reflection of intergenerational equity, based on an axiomatic approach 
predating any sustainability ideas in Koopmans (1960). Others criticize in varying degrees 
the effect of constant discounting as very inequitable to what we call the far future. The 
ethics of intergenerational equity criteria can be debated in terms of the appeal of the 
underlying implicit or explicit axioms. The key question on the part of critics of a separate 
sustainability criterion would then be, why should the government be interested in 
sustainability if private agents wish to maximize PV? Maximizing PV generally has nothing 
to do with sustainability, and gives a complete and unique prescription for the time paths of 
every decision that ever has to be made in the economy. This is why, for example, 
Beckerman (1994) regards any sustainability constraint on PV-maximisation as morally 
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repugnant. This view also implies that there is no apparent motive for measuring 
sustainability on a PV-optimal path. Likewise, if unsustainability is detected, there is no 
apparent justification for a policy intervention which may be needed to make the economy 
depart from its PV-optimal path to achieve sustainability. 

The resolution of this paradox has to lie, we believe, in some kind of split between 
private and public concerns about the far future. We must assume that individuals choose 
their own actions to maximize some form of present value, but vote for a government which 
applies a sustainability concern, both by measuring sustainability, and taking action to 
achieve it if necessary. People treat private economic decisions as the domain of “the 
Economic Man,” and governmental decisions as the domain of “the Citizen” (see for 
example Marglin 1963, 98).5 One good reason for this is that individuals cannot provide 
personally for their distant descendants, because of the mixing of bequests that occurs over 
several generations (Daly and Cobb 1989, 39; Pezzey 1995). 

The philosophical basis of neoclassical sustainability economics is thus distinct from 
three other main philosophical approaches to social choice over time (see Pezzey and 
Toman 2002, and references therein, for details). It rejects classical utilitarianism, which 
prohibits any discounting, and it rejects any purely rights-based view that future generations’ 
resource opportunities matter, not utility outcomes. But it also rejects neoclassical 
utilitarianism, which sees PV-optimality as a complete prescription for intertemporal equity. 

The behavioral assumptions of “Homo economicus” set out above are challenged by 
other disciplines, particularly psychology (Rabin 1998). Real people are not perfectly 
informed and far-sighted, it is argued. Nor do they value only absolute levels of goods and 
services: the degree to which they are influenced by their position relative to their peer 
groups (or to their own past) means that materialistic economic growth is much less likely to 
increase well-being, thus increasing the importance of environmental protection (Howarth 
1996). People often do not use constant discount rates (Frederick et al. 2002), and the 
assumption that economies would eventually converge to equilibrium if left alone is 
fundamentally untestable. 

Critics of the economic approach to sustainability (from several disciplines) 
particularly highlight the apparent paradox of constructing theories and measurements to 
address a concern in which uncertainty, and thus fundamental problems of unmeasurability, 
seem pervasive. From this perspective, because of the scales of time and space involved, the 
physical dimensions of the problem—the prospect of physical limits to growth that cannot 
be pushed back through innovation—seem endemic. Even if “best guesses” can be offered 
with some sense of their likelihood, the scales involved give rise to the possibility of 
catastrophes: unlikely but highly undesirable outcomes (see for example Roughgarden and 
Schneider 1999). Such outcomes are not just difficult by their nature to forecast; they raise 
questions about the extent to which the standard expected utility model of economics is 
applicable (Camerer and Kunreuther 1989). In any event, the inherently long time scales 
raise doubts for some about the ability of analysts to measure the values placed by future 
generations on different components of natural and other capital. 

While these points are important, the various alternatives offered for dealing with 
them have their own difficulties. Faucheux and Froger (1995) argue that pervasive 
uncertainty heightens the importance of “procedural rationality”: the need to ensure, 
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among other things, an open and transparent process for bringing together different 
values while tolerating more “satisficing” in terms of outcomes. While we would agree 
that complex sustainability problems raise the importance of public awareness and 
agreement, procedural rationality alone does not avoid the need to weigh how risk-averse 
the current generation should be on behalf of its descendants—especially when those 
participating in the decision often are not well informed about the choices and 
consequences. 

 

Sustainability and views on resource substitutability 

Even if one accepts in principle the importance of intergenerational equity, there remains 
disagreement about how difficult intergenerational equity will be to achieve in practice 
through economic growth. The disagreement stems from different opinions, often polarized 
and held with some passion, on the substitutability, and to some extent the relative 
importance, of human-made and natural inputs to both production and well-being (utility) in 
the far future. The disagreement is often presented in terms of a simple dichotomy of weak 
sustainability versus strong sustainability. This terminology, which admittedly can be 
confusing to those outside the field, refers to how serious a constraint “natural capital” 
depletion and degradation may be for sustainability as we have defined it (non-decreasing 
utility over time). Weak sustainability assumes significant possibilities for substitution 
between natural capital and other inputs, so that natural capital is only one of a number of 
inputs that can be carried over by future generations to sustain their well-being (the 
sustainability constraint on natural capital is thus is “weak”). Strong sustainability sees 
certain kinds and quantities of natural capital as more inherently needed for sustaining 
economic activity, let alone growth.  

There are in fact variants within weak sustainability. At one extreme in terms of 
“technology optimism” is a view that resource substitutability is more or less unlimited, and 
natural and ecological resources are fairly unimportant, especially in light of the very large 
contributions that technical innovation as well as simple resource substitution have made in 
moderating natural resource scarcity. It would be logically redundant to impose a 
sustainability constraint on an economy in practice if there is good reason to expect 
technical progress to enable economic growth to continue, with no long-run constraint from 
environmental resource depletion and degradation, leaving future generations better off than 
today. This view, a normative extension of the analysis presented by Stiglitz (1974), holds 
that market forces will automatically ensure sustainability, at least if innovation is 
sufficiently robust, even without policy intervention that internalizes environmental 
externalities and thus moves the economy to a PV-optimal path. The depletion of specific 
“natural capital” is not a cause for concern, as there will be enough offsetting increases in 
other forms of capital (including knowledge) to maintain or increase overall well-being over 
time. This is broadly Beckerman's (1994) view, and is supported for example by 
calculations in Weitzman (1997, 1999). More moderate versions of weak sustainability 
would put more importance on the need to efficiently allocate natural resources by 
overcoming market failures, including externalities in the use of nonmarket environmental 
and ecological resources, but would still accept the inherent feasibility of sustained growth 
as long as resources are allocated more efficiently.  
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There are also many variants of the strong sustainability view, which is often 
labelled “ecological” or “environmental” sustainability. These are typically derived from 
natural science arguments that capital–resource substitutability is either a self-evidently 
impossible concept—indeed, some argue that capital and natural resources are aggregate 
complements rather than substitutes—or subject to strict and fairly imminent limits. This 
view implies that economic growth over a few centuries inevitably will require higher 
material throughput, not just improved efficiency in the generation of disembodied 
economic value from the same menu of material inputs. Since these inputs (including 
available energy and waste-holding capacity) are both inherently limited in their availability 
and must result in material outputs, strong sustainability leads to both a positive and 
normative problem in balancing people’s aspirations for more output as a way to improve 
living standards, with binding physical limits.6 

A well known outline of a strong sustainability view is by Daly (1990), who 
regarded as self-evident that sustainability requires  

• ecological services critical to life support to be maintained, and pollution stocks to 
be prevented from increasing beyond certain critical loads;  

• renewable resource stocks (or at least aggregates of these stocks) to be used no 
faster than they are renewed; and  

• depletion of nonrenewable resources to be offset by investment in the production 
of comparable services from renewable resources (e.g. in the switch from fossil to 
renewable energy sources).  

From this perspective flow different variants of the precautionary principle 
(Howarth 1997)—a priori constraints on resource degradation or depletion, distinct from 
what might be justified on cost–benefit grounds. 

To be sure, no advocate of strong sustainability argues for preserving all stocks. This 
would lead to the absurd implication that no depletable resource should ever be touched. 
Rather, in a development of Daly's ideas, advocates of strong sustainability argue for 
maintaining the key functions of natural resource stocks (see also Common and Perrings 
1992; Ekins 1996). Much heat and some light has been generated in discussing the extent to 
which the first (material conservation) and second (increasing entropy) laws of 
thermodynamics underpin various strong sustainability views (see Pezzey and Toman 2002, 
Section 4.1 for a survey), but here we only report one view. 

Ayres (1999) shares the concern with the adverse consequences of excessive 
material throughput, but he rejects the notion that entropic dissipation of materials is an 
inherent limit to growth. He argues that although a large flow of renewable energy is 
available directly or indirectly from the sun, this energy (along with natural biological 
processes that already act to concentrate material like nutrients) can be used to recycle 
dissipated materials. From this perspective, Ayres argued that the key challenge is not 
materials conservation, but a more rapid development and improvement (effectively by 
diverting some of the fossil fuel endowment from satisfying current demands) of renewable 
energy, so that the required energy is available to work with more dilute materials streams. 
But he would also support materials conservation as a way to take stress off natural systems 
(including the human species) that are adversely affected by harmful residuals. 
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Measuring Sustainability  
We have discussed the various ways that economic approaches to sustainability address 
issues of intergenerational equity, and the potential paradox that can arise. We also noted 
that economic analyses of sustainability generally start from a premise that natural and other 
forms of capital are adequately substitutable for each other to make nondecreasing well-
being over time achievable. In other words, broadly speaking, sustainability is held to be 
feasible, though it is by no means guaranteed by the operation of unfettered markets, or of 
policies that focus only on internalization of current environmental spillovers. 

In this section we first briefly summarize and interpret some key findings from over 
25 years of economic research on sustainable and unsustainable economic trajectories, as 
well as the practical limitations on what insights these findings can provide in the context of 
scarcity and growth. Much of the relevant literature is highly technical and even arcane; all 
we do here is provide a flavour of the material. We then discuss equally briefly some 
noneconomic approaches to sustainability measurement.  

 

Measuring sustainability in economic analysis 

In order to summarize recent and general writing in economic theory that explicitly focuses 
on sustainability, we need to introduce some of the jargon of income accounting. Standard 
national income is the sum of flows of consumption and investment goods, the latter being 
flows that add to capital stocks. In practice, because real economies are composed of many 
different goods, income, consumption, and investment are measured in value units: they are 
the sums of physical flows weighted by unit values, or price. Prices indicate the relative 
values per unit of the various flows. Green (national) income and product accounting 
extends the standard framework to include marketed but normally omitted natural resource 
flows such as fossil fuel depletion, and nonmarket stocks and flows such as biodiversity and 
pollution damages. The nonmarket elements can affect both utility (improved biodiversity 
increases recreational values), and production (improved air quality improves human health, 
and hence labor output). The implicit or shadow prices of these nonmarket flows represent 
their relative values, like “regular” prices. The practical difficulties of measuring nonmarket 
prices and quantities are profound, but the theoretical principles are well understood in 
economics. Indeed, the shadow prices could in principle be derived in the process of solving 
a model of the economy for a PV-optimal growth path. 

Less obvious, but also important and relevant to sustainability accounting, is that 
time itself can be a source of rising economic value. In particular, if the economy is 
spontaneously (“exogenously”) increasing in productive capacity over time without added 
investment in stocks of extra knowledge and tools, then, as shown by Stiglitz (1974), 
opportunities for sustaining consumption and well-being also will grow over time, other 
things equal. We will refer in what follows to augmented national income as the measure of 
national income that includes the value of exogenous improvements over time to productive 
capacity, as well as the nonmarket “green” elements outlined above. In other words, 
“augmented” national income is the most comprehensive possible definition of the flow of 
generalized economic product in the economy. Finally, we define augmented net (national) 
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investment as the value of all net stock changes plus the “value of time” just mentioned. 
Unaugmented net national investment is also called genuine saving (see for example 
Hamilton and Clemens 1999). 

The results we are about to present assume that an economy is following a PV-
optimal path, subject to a sustainability constraint, notwithstanding the apparent paradox 
already noted in reconciling PV-maximization and sustainability as public policy concerns.  

With this set of definitions and concepts, we can now paraphrase a key result from 
neoclassical sustainability economics (we refer again to Pezzey and Toman 2002 for 
technical details). If augmented national income is not rising at a particular time, or 
equivalently if augmented net national investment is not positive at that time, then the 
economy is unsustainable at that time. As defined above, to say the economy is 
unsustainable means that the current level of well-being is above what can be sustained over 
the longer term, so that some decline in well-being is inevitable. The economy is then 
“living beyond its means.” Moreover, constant augmented income or wealth can imply 
unsustainability, even though some heuristic discussions of sustainability target the goal of 
maintaining national wealth. 

It is theoretically possible in this result regarding income and sustainability that the 
exogenous time component in augmented net investment, reflecting spontaneous exogenous 
increase in productive capacity, could be large enough to offset “dissaving” in natural 
capital as well as other capital. This restates the point, made earlier in defining weak 
sustainability, that a sustainability constraint would be logically redundant if spontaneous 
economic progress is robust enough to make the economy sustainable as a whole. Aside 
from the previously mentioned debate about substitutability this engenders, the point also 
draws attention to the need for a better empirical understanding of what this spontaneous, 
exogenous time component of economic progress in national income data really is. If it is in 
fact not really exogenous, but reflects a mismeasurement of the fruits of economic 
investment in acquiring and applying knowledge and tools, then the economy is less 
sustainable than it might appear, since the measured progress is only resulting from the 
diversion of goods and services to investment in innovation.  

The converse of the above key result is generally not true: one cannot assume from 
an observation of positive augmented net investment that the economy is sustainable.7 
Information about an economy at a point in time is not enough to judge that the economy is 
sustainable; the entire time path of augmented national income and its components must be 
assessed. This obviously limits the practical ability to use sustainability tests with existing 
economic data: in particular, sustainability cannot be assessed just by valuing most items in 
a nation's balance sheet with prices defined on world markets. Another limitation on the use 
of market prices is that they may suggest that any one nation can largely deplete its natural 
resources now, become a “knowledge nation” reliant on human capital, import most of its 
resources in the far future, and perhaps remain sustainable. However, this is not an option 
for the global economy, since not every nation can be a resource importer (Brekke 1997, 
p.72; Pezzey 1998), and if they all tried to be, resource prices would rise dramatically. 

A second important result, using the concept of “sustainability prices” introduced in 
the preceding section, is this. If augmented net investment evaluated using a set of 
sustainability prices is zero forever, then well-being stays at a constant level forever. This 
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result is a generalization of a famous theorem found by Hartwick (1977), and subsequently 
much elaborated by Hartwick and other authors. To understand the weaknesses as well as 
the accomplishments of economics in assessing sustainability, it is crucial to realize what the 
Hartwick result does not say. It does not say that zero or even growing augmented net 
investment at one point in time implies sustainability at that time; there are counterexamples 
that demonstrate the opposite (Asheim 1994). And the result holds only for augmented net 
investment evaluated at hypothetical sustainability prices (as defined above). It is not 
enough for sustainability just to observe nonnegative net investment along a market 
equilibrium price trajectory (after perhaps adjusting for current environmental spillovers), 
despite suggestions of this in the literature (Solow 1986, 147; Hartwick 1997, 511; Aronsson 
et al. 1997, 101; Aronsson and Lofgren 1998, 213). This further underscores the practical 
challenge of measuring sustainability. 

 

Empirical economic measures of sustainability 

Most empirical economic measurements of sustainability estimate (after heroically wrestling 
with serious data deficiencies) the growth rate of green national income, or net national 
investment as a proportion of national income, but in both cases excluding the exogenous 
impact of time on income. Such calculations are incomplete, since time-augmented 
investment could be positive (and thus the economy perhaps sustainable) even if 
conventional or green net investment is negative. The problem arises because most authors 
ignore technical progress and shifts in world prices of traded goods, both of which cause 
exogenous (time-augmented) shifts in production possibilities. 

Measuring sustainability has often been done using just a measure of green net 
investment, for example by Pearce and Atkinson (1993), Pearce et al. (1993), Hamilton 
(1994), Atkinson et al. (1997) and Hamilton and Clemens (1999), of which we report just on 
the first, widely cited paper. Pearce and Atkinson use data for 18 countries, from the United 
States to Burkino Faso, in which they rely on savings instead of investment data to calculate 
the net increase in built capital. The value of changes in natural capital are calculated by 
using data on net changes in resource stocks valued at current market prices. Rough 
adjustments are also made for the flow of different environmental disamenities. 

All the European countries and Japan were judged to be definitely sustainable, 
essentially because of high savings rates and low resource depletion rents, the latter perhaps 
being because these countries have relatively few resources left to deplete. By contrast, all 
the African countries were judged to be definitely unsustainable, because of low savings 
rates and high depletion rents. The United States was only marginally sustainable, because 
of a much lower savings rate than Europe or Japan. 

Papers like Weitzman (1997) focusing on exogenous technical progress in the 
United States, and Vincent et al. (1997) focusing on exogenous shifts in oil export prices 
facing Indonesia,8 are the exception rather than the rule in that they deal with exogenous 
influences on sustainability. Weitzman's analysis in turn can be seen as connected to a huge 
rebirth of interest within mainstream economics in sustainable growth, though it is usually 
called the economics of endogenous growth (for a survey see Aghion and Howitt 1998). The 
name of this new growth economics comes from its focus on how technical progress arrives 
not just exogenously from time passing. Endogenous technical progress results from 
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people's and firms’ economic (though often suboptimal) decisions to invest in accumulating 
human capital from education and knowledge, or improved product quality from research 
and development.9 Endogenous growth economics can add important new elements to net 
investment calculations. For example, Hamilton et al. (1998) reckoned that endogenous 
growth accounts for most of the “technical progress premium” otherwise attributed to 
exogenous forces. This reckoning would greatly reduce an economy's apparent 
sustainability relative to measures that treat technical progress as exogenous. 

Weitzman's (1999) analysis of resource scarcity took a different tack than the 
approach followed by Pearce and Atkinson. Weitzman asked a seemingly complicated 
question: what is the total cost to the U.S. economy of minerals being nonrenewable, so that 
eventually the economy must forgo at least some of its currently provided mineral inputs? 
Weitzman showed that if one accepts the neoclassical premises of his 1976 article on “green 
income” accounting, then the answer is simple. The present value “scarcity premium” 
relative to total social wealth is just the current value of the total resource rent, divided by 
the current flow of conventionally measured national income (i.e, income without deduction 
for depletion rent). Using some admittedly rough calculations, Weitzman finds that 
according to this formula, the total cost of resource nonrenewability is relatively quite low: 
very roughly one per cent of total wealth. 

This result has an intuitive appeal, since a resource scarcity rent, as indicated by the 
unit price of in situ reserves, is in fact the present value of future benefits from an additional 
unit of resource stock today. What is striking about the model, and not necessarily so 
general, is the applicability of this reasoning to total changes in resource stocks.10 So one can 
question Weitzman's interpretation of his results as “pricing the limits to growth.” If 
resource substitution and innovation do not provide large cushions against scarcity, and 
some critical and nonsubstitutable resources are depleted, then such nonmarginal (i.e. total) 
scarcity ought to be hugely expensive; but this kind of scarcity will not be picked up in 
Weitzman's model.  

Two other papers will suffice to show that many authors extend economic measures 
of sustainability beyond conventional neoclassical bounds. In valiantly estimating and 
comparing seven sustainability measures, some noneconomic or at least nonneoclassical, for 
Scotland during the period 1980–1993, Hanley et al. (1999) helped to highlight both 
progress and problems in sustainability empiricism. The two economic sustainability 
indicators, green income and investment or “genuine savings,” yielded fairly different 
results, though both indicated that Scotland was moving in the direction of being more 
sustainable. There was no accounting for Scottish trade in goods, resources, and financial 
capital, the last of which allows savings to diverge widely from investment. By contrast, two 
broader, “sociopolitical” measures, the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) and 
the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), were falling over the period, mainly because of a 
worsening income distribution, a measure of intragenerational equity which purely 
economic measures ignore.11 

The main focus of Proops et al. (1999) was to show that trade in both resources and 
resource-intensive goods is significant in analyses of sustainability for most countries. Their 
calculations for various countries centred on the difference between “closed economy 
sustainability,” analogous to Pearce and Atkinson's measure, and the nonneoclassical notion 
of “open economy” sustainability, which replaces calculations of the capital and resources 
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used “by” an economy, with the capital and resources used “for” or “attributable to” an 
economy, as calculated from an input–output analysis of world trade flows. Moving from 
the closed to the open measure dramatically increases the calculated sustainability of 
resource-rich regions like the Middle East, and reduces it for OECD (industrial) regions. 
However, despite their contention (77) that "industrialized countries appropriate the carrying 
capacity of other countries (e.g. by importing natural resources), therefore benefiting at the 
expense of their trading partners," Proops et al. drew no conclusions from their calculations 
for either national or international policymaking. Also absent was any explicit discussion of 
how and to what extent free trade can be unfair and exploitative. 

 

Physical measures of sustainability  

Critics of neoclassical, market-based sustainability measures have argued that they are 
overoptimistic, and that physical measures can give warnings about possible long-run limits 
to growth that better reflect the great uncertainties involved, and hence the need for a 
precautionary approach. This is at least plausible where nonowned, large-scale ecological 
resources are concerned. Nevertheless, physical indicators also have serious shortcomings, 
not least in their sometimes arbitrary methodologies. The definitions and boundaries of 
physical indicators (what is included or excluded, and how to meaningfully add together 
very different types of hectares of land or tonnes of material), are often unclear or arbitrary. 
Different divisors or none are used: is it physical impact per person, impact per dollar of real 
value, or total impact that is reported? The indicators are not robust under changes in 
technology, and often provide little insight into the degree of environmental risk incurred, 
the best remedial policies to use, and where these should be applied. They may not, for 
example, distinguish between a hectare of new paved road in an industrial zone or in pristine 
wilderness, or between a kilogram of biologically inert material or of toxic heavy metal. 

The simplest physical measures are those measured in area, mass, or energy units.12 
Various ecological footprints (Wackernagel and Rees 1996; Ecological Economics 2000) 
measure the land area of ecosystems required to produce a population's consumed resources 
and assimilate its wastes. Materials intensity per unit of service (Hinterberger et al. 1997) 
aggregates tonnes of material moved during economic production. Two very different types 
of energy measures are energy return on investment (EROI)—the amount of direct and 
embodied energy invested to produce a unit of useful output or energy (see Kaufmann and 
Cleveland 2001 for a recent exposition)—and the human appropriation of net primary 
(photosynthetic) production (HANPP) (see Vitousek et al. 1986). An EROI of less than one 
for produced energy, or a HANPP of over 100% for a whole economy, would clearly be 
physically unsustainable, but appropriate aggregation techniques for these measures are 
quite contentious. A subtler physical measure is that of “sustainability gaps,” or distances of 
an economy in years from prespecified but ultimately arbitrary environmental targets (Ekins 
and Simon 2001). Without a firmer grounding in some broad notion of relative risk or 
opportunity cost that can be used to weigh the significance of all these physical measures, it 
is difficult to use them to assess sustainability or redirecting policy (Ayres 1995 2000). But 
by their very existence and popularity with noneconomists, they present a challenge to 
economic approaches to sustainability. 
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Conclusions 
What can we say about the accomplishments of economics research directed at 
sustainability over the past two to three decades, and its ability to illuminate debates on 
scarcity and growth? Theoretical work in the field has in one sense greatly outstripped 
empirical work, but this is ultimately because the theoretical work has not yet led to readily 
usable empirical measures. This is unfortunate, since judgments about the importance of 
sustainability ultimately are empirical.  

The debate between weak and strong sustainability proponents, while little more 
settled than it was a decade ago, has again drawn valuable attention to what physical limits 
to growth may exist because of limited substitutability, in concept or in practice. It has 
helped stimulate a new examination of the powers and limits of technical change as a means 
of relaxing these limits, as well as to focus attention on how physical laws interact with 
economic principles.  

Empirically, the “green accounting” efforts initiated by Repetto et al. (1989) and 
Pearce and Atkinson (1993) have begun to flesh out economic measurement of 
sustainability based on “weak” assumptions of capital–resource substitutability. Despite 
their theoretical and practical shortcomings, such studies have undoubtedly stimulated 
collection and codification of data, without which progress will be impossible. There are 
now many more raw data, if of often unknown quality, available on estimated resource 
quantities and values for many countries (see for example World Bank 2001). The studies 
have also pointed up some gross disparities between different countries’ sustainability 
measures, disparities that are likely to remain even after many of the known shortcomings in 
the empirical work are identified and corrected. It should even be possible in time to crudely 
test the theoretical prediction that the augmented national income of an economy that is 
currently measured as severely unsustainable will eventually fall. 

We have pointed out a number of lingering issues in defining sustainability 
conceptually in economics, in particular the co-existence of present value maximization and 
the implications of discounting, and concern for the further future. From an empirical 
perspective, perhaps the greatest challenge in using current economic theory is that even if 
PV-optimality is achieved, it tells us nothing precise about sustainability, because of the 
chicken-and-egg problem that “sustainability prices” are observed only once sustainability 
has already been achieved. We need to be able to estimate the gap that theory shows to exist 
between green national income based on current market observations or environmental 
valuations, and sustainable income. How accurately can we frame sustainability policies 
under market conditions that by their nature do not reveal sustainability prices? Thus, the 
extent to which weak sustainability approaches can be empirically substantiated and 
operationalized remains an open question. 

One area of particular interest that we have omitted in this paper is the question of 
sustainability in poor countries. This was a prime inspiration for the popularising by WCED 
(1987), and more recently under the Millenium Development Goals (UNDP 2003), of the 
very notion of sustainability, and the connections between sustainability and the 
development process.  

A multigenerational timescale requires both realistic psychology to be built into the 
economic representation of choice through a utility function, and realistic physics, biology 
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(including neurology), and engineering to be built into the production function. The whole 
question of what biophysical limits to production growth might exist still needs more work. 
One approach would be to use forms of production functions that have built-in (but not 
immediate) limits to substitution. This may mean much more reliance on numerical 
methods, and less stress on mathematically elegant but empirically questionable paths of 
balanced growth. Efforts to this end would also invigorate and make more rigorous 
empirical work in the strong sustainability tradition, by more clearly identifying where 
resource availability and substitutability constraints stretch thin the neoclassical paradigm, 
rather than by just making blanket applications of the precautionary principle. 

Another important area for advance is in the area of designing policies for 
sustainability. As already noted, if long-term economic growth conditions do not 
automatically make sustainability policies logically redundant, then there is a need to 
consider policies not just to correct externalities but also to foster greater savings rates, 
either in general (weak sustainability) or with respect to natural capital (strong 
sustainability). One option for doing so is a variant of the safe minimum standard idea, 
that builds a greater presumption of care into social decision making as temporal and 
spatial scales grow (see, among many, Barbier et al. 1990; Toman 1994; Chichilnisky et 
al. 1997; Norton and Toman 1997; Woodward and Bishop 1997; Farmer and Randall 
1998). Making this kind of approach operational (as opposed to a metaphor), however, 
relies either on relatively objective measures of risk whose absence is the heart of the 
problem, or on some kind of social intuition. The approach sketched in Norton and 
Toman (1997) and Toman (1999) attempts to draw together some of these threads by 
envisaging combinations of technical analysis with processes that more directly engage 
public participation in shaping the technical analysis. These include not just cost–benefit 
analysis and distributional impacts analysis, but also noneconomic analysis of physical 
impacts and risks and other disciplines that help inform and shape public values.  

In all these areas, only a suitable balance of theory and data, and a reduced role for 
ideological preconvictions, will move us toward what we take to be a common goal: a better 
economic science of sustainability, with a greater ability to identify future limits to growth. 
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Notes 

1. This phrase is deliberately chosen. The sustainability theories we outline use the mainly 
“neoclassical” techniques of conventional, mainstream economics. However, the relevant 
publications are still mainly located in more specialized environmental economics outlets; outside of 
this literature, sustainability issues largely are ignored altogether. 

2. Unfortunately, this jargon is not entirely consistent among economists, as many writers use 
“welfare” to mean instantaneous well-being. 
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3. Despite popular confusion, “unlimited” and “perfect” substitutability are not the same. If 
production is the multiple of powers of the stock of (human-made) capital and the flow of resource 
depletion, then capital is an unlimited substitute for resource flow: however small (but still positive) 
the latter, combining it with a large enough capital stock will produce a given output. But if 
production is a linear combination of capital and resources, then production can be sustained even 
with zero resources, so capital is then a perfect substitute for resources. 

4. This was actually proved in a static (timeless) context, but it can be generalised to the dynamic 
(intertemporal) context of this chapter. Note that this economic definition of efficiency is different 
than an engineering or technological definition, for example in relation to energy efficiency. It may 
be economically efficient to select technologies that use more energy per unit of output if the 
opportunity cost to society of achieving the lower energy intensity is higher than the value of the 
energy conserved. 

5. Debate on this issue in economics actually goes back much further than this. In the first part of the 
twentieth century, for example, the British economist A. C. Pigou argued that individuals left to their 
own self-interest would exhibit a morally “defective telescopic faculty” in viewing their obligations 
to the future. We would not go as far as Marglin and say that “The Economic Man and the Citizen 
are for all intents and purposes two different individuals,” since Economic Man can still maximize 
self-interest (seek optimality) within the bounds (sustainability) that the Citizen lays down. However, 
protests in 2000 over fossil fuel prices in many Western European countries, despite those countries 
having recently signed the Kyoto Protocol which aims to limit greenhouse gas emissions, may 
perhaps be a sign that the schizophrenia is real and can lead to quite disconnected behaviour.  

6. For further discussions of these considerations see Stern (1997), O'Connor (1998), and 
Beard and Lozada (1999). 

7. Only under certain conditions involving a small open economy does this converse hold 
(Asheim 2000). The arguments surrounding these results unfortunately are not always that 
intuitive, so as noted previously we can only paraphrase the economics literature in this 
nontechnical overview. 

8. The need for such a calculation is underscored by the fact that resource prices have typically been 
flat or falling, not rising as in most theoretical models. 

9. There has been only limited cross-fertilization between the endogenous growth and sustainable 
development literatures, mainly from neoclassical (new) growth economists adding pollution or 
resource depletion to their models’ production or utility functions. For examples, see Stokey (1998), 
Chapter 5 of Aghion and Howitt (1998), and Smulders (2000); see also the chapter by Smulders in 
this volume. 

10. A similarly critical remark applies to a polar opposite calculation by Costanza et al. (1997) of 
the total “value of the world’s ecosystem services and natural capital.” 

11. See Neumayer (2000) for a critique of both ISEW and GPI methodologies. 

12. See Pezzey and Toman (2002, 205–9) for a fuller survey. 
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